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ISSUE I

TRASH AND RAIN AND RUNOFF – OH MY! Continuing proof that rain runoff is the
biggest source of trash in Lake Merritt was confirmed by the amounts of rainfall and trash
we removed from the Lake during the last few months:
August

1,680 lbs.

0.00 inches

September

2,100 lbs.

0.28 inches

October

4,640 lbs.

3.66 inches

It does not have to be this way. Filters and nets can trap this trash before it gets to the
Lake (and other public waters). An example is shown below.
WHEN WILL THE 12TH STREET DAM BE TORN DOWN? The bids are in (this
time they were all lower than the estimated cost) and the lawyers are arguing over which
one is the lowest and if they are all legal. Whenever the dust settles, a contract can be
awarded, perhaps in February and work can begin, hopefully in April. Then the ugly
umpteen lanes of traffic can be replaced by a nice city street with a necklace of lights, an
expanded park and pedestrian friendly traffic lights. The homeless will lose an underground hangout (but it is not very healthy for them anyway) and Mr. Mayer will lose a
place to clean during construction. Oh, and the channel bottleneck can be widened to
allow greater tidal flow. We also heard there will be a wetland and storm drain filters.
GLEN ECHO CREEK NEEDS A NET:
Approximately 2,000 acres of very urbanized
watershed drains into Lake Merritt via Glen Echo
Creek, which enters the Lake at Grand & Harrison
streets. Just before the outfall to the Lake, the water
flows through a concrete channel adjacent to the
Veteran’s Memorial building. It is here that a series
of net structures could be placed, as shown in this
photograph. All trash smaller than 1/2 inch would
be captured, before it got to the Lake.

CLIMATE CORNER (dedicated to keeping sea level below Lake Merritt):
From the Introduction of: Our Choice: A Plan to Solve The Climate Crisis:
One thin September soon, a floating continent disappears in midnight sun.
Vapors rise as fever settles on an acid sea. Neptune’s bones dissolve.
Snow glides from the mountain. Ice fathers floods for a season. A hard rain comes
quickly.
Then dirt is parched. Kindling is placed in the forest for the lightning’s celebration.
Unknown creatures take their leave, un-mourned. Horsemen ready their stirrups.
Passion seeks heroes and friends. The bell of the city on the hill is rung.
The shepherd cries. The hour of choosing has arrived. Here are your tools.
Al Gore, Nashville, Tennessee, 2009
Copenhagen Summary: Politicians compromise (but greenhouse gas does not). We can’t
be certain that the non-binding agreements reached in Copenhagen will be implemented;
but we can be sure that the laws of physics will continue to operate, making climate more
unstable.

Kids Climate Games: Educational, fun and
surprising.
Check them out: www.globalwarmingkids.net
then click on “Games.”

COPPER RUNOFF TO BE LIMITED: If you tested sediment from Lake Merritt, you
would find higher than normal levels of copper, which can be toxic to most invertebrate
animals and other forms of life. In response to the high levels of copper found in urban

watersheds, the State Water Resources Control Board is establishing maximum allowable
limits for copper pollution in urban watersheds across California. The responsibility for
meeting the new copper limits will fall on the municipalities in these watersheds. The
compliance deadline for the first of these limits is 2021. Most of the copper comes from
brake pads, the content of which would be significantly reduced under Senate Bill 346,
now being considered in Sacramento.
LAKE CRITTERS: Tommy the tubeworm was reviewing a proposal for educational
signs at the Lake. Tommy is a bureaucratic critter in the park agency whose desk placard
probably says “deadlines amuse me.” Hmmm, it appears that these educational signs may
be too permanent” he said. What if they are tagged with graffiti – who will clean them
since the City is broke? I think we should study it more, or wait, or ask for a committee to
review it, or pass it down or up the chain of command, or get a risk evaluation, or … well,
you get the idea. Educational signs are good, but they should not be permanent?
IF WE DON’T STOP LITTERBUGS…

Hmmmm. Maybe they need a
Lake Merritt Institute.

BIRD COLUMN: Strange Doings at Lake Merritt
The prize of the December Golden Gate Audubon bird walk was a peculiar specimen of
one of our regular resident species: We met a Black-Crowned Night-Heron that was too
pale all over - a sort of dull medium brown where the others are black, and mostly fawncolored where the others are gray. But it didn't seem to be a juvenile, either; they're brown
but streaky, and this bird had the white head plumes of an adult. Color-changed creatures
like this, called "leucistic" rather than "albino" because they have some pigment and more
or less normal eyes, are rare, but they show up across the whole range of birds, mammals,
and even reptiles and amphibians. I've seen only a few, and never a night-heron, but they're
always eerie and wonderful.

Meanwhile, a young Red-shouldered Hawk (speckled and elegant, inclined to perch as
though "at attention" rather than slouching like a red-tail) was hanging out on the island
nearest the nature center, a first sight for the walk in its years of operation. In the bird
paddock, one of the bushes, normally the private reserve of a party of noisy House
Sparrows, was shared by a Black Phoebe (fly-catching in black suit and white vest), a
Ruby-crowned Kinglet (so calm the red crown was invisible, but still recognizable by the
wing bars and bright eyes and restless jumping around), and a female Downy Woodpecker
(all black and white, with a broad white patch down the center of her back), all so close we
barely needed binoculars to see details. If you look at the Downy Woodpecker page in a
bird book, you see a prominent toothbrush mustache - but I'd never seen one in real life
before.
Then there was a big white-headed gull with gray wingtips, which should have been a
Glaucous-winged Gull, but the bill had both black and red spots like a California Gull
instead of the plain red to be expected there. This sort of thing makes me doubt the whole
concept of species; as far as I can tell, the larger gulls don't seem to care much about the
lines birders draw.
All the usual suspects were there too—December through February is the absolute peak
period for winter migrants at the lake—but as I write, it's two days before Christmas and I
am Not Ready. It was, as always, a wonderful day at Lake Merritt, even though I shouldn't
have been there....
RECENT SCENES FROM LAKE MERRITT:

The Christmas Polar Bear on Lake Merritt.
As in the arctic, this bear will disappear.
Then the 18th Street fountain will be back.

A den recently appeared at the mouth of Glen
Echo Creek. Could it be from a muskrat?
Or perhaps we have a beaver?
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